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Kaläkaua
was the first
sovereign to
circumnavigate
the globe …
and he built the
palace in part
to cement
the legitimacy
of the Hawaiian
monarchy.

Welcome to the fifth issue of The Kahala. In these pages you’ll find articles on an
astonishing young Maui musician who sings Hawaiian falsetto, an emerging filmmaker who
made the move from Manhattan to Honolulu and a brilliant novelist whose inventive narratives
explore love in wise, funny and intricate ways. You’ll also find a story on the history of one of the
world’s oldest and most creative tea companies, Paris’ Mariage Frères — leave it to the French
to perfect yet another drink.
In our features section is “Portraits of The Kahala,” an article that offers a look at the lives
of eleven people who work at the hotel. The portraits were shot by photographer Sergio Goes,
who entered the assignment inspired by the work of Richard Avedon and Irving Penn. Sergio was
after a classic look that spoke of truth, not hype; he wanted the portraits to document, to dignify,
to detail. So serious was he about that goal that in this all-digital age he went back to shooting on
film and bought not one, not two, but three period cameras on eBay just for the job. His focus and
vision paid off beyond everyone’s hope: His portraits are beautiful and possess a rare authenticity.
Our second feature tells the story of ‘Iolani Palace, the creation of King David Kaläkaua
toward the end of the nineteenth century. Kaläkaua was smart and sophisticated, the first sovereign
to circumnavigate the globe. He forged ties with other leaders around the world — in England,
France, Germany, the United States and beyond — and he built the palace in part to cement the
legitimacy of the Hawaiian monarchy. There he and his queen, Kapi‘olani, hosted visitors in
the State Dining Room as the Royal Hawaiian Band played waltzes, and there in his library he
worked under newly invented electric light and even had a telephone installed. When his sister
Queen Lili‘uokalani ascended the throne after his
death in 1891, she continued his imaginative and
egalitarian rule.
Both “Portraits of The Kahala” and “‘Iolani” are
also reminders of how swiftly and suddenly change
can come. Just eleven years after ‘Iolani Palace was
completed, the Hawaiian monarchy was overthrown.
And just eleven days after Sergio finished shooting
“Portraits,” he died in the ocean. In this issue, you
will also find our tribute to him, “A Glorious Light.”
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A last-minute
reservation?
A string quartet?
The Kahala’s
crack concierge
Marion Sato
has fielded it all
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Ho s te s s w i t h t h e Mo s te s s

M

arion Sato, The Kahala’s head
concierge, is just a wisp of a thing —
barely five feet tall, with delicate features and
a petite frame. But in her thirty-four years
at the hotel, she’s wielded an outsized power
to move proverbial mountains for the guests:
booking a string quartet at the last minute for
a serenade on the beach, making reservations
at hard-to-get spots, diving into her Rolodex to
make a special occasion grander. Once someone
even asked her to procure an elephant for a
birthday party. In these largely pachyderm-free
isles, ultimately she wasn’t successful with that
request — but that lack of success was a rarity.

“Some
people do
feel like
this is home,
and sometimes
I feel like
I am a hostess
and this is a
home that
I invite
them to.”

These days, more than three decades on,
Sato’s is one of the hotel’s most recognized faces,
and many have come to rely on her as a trusted
friend. “Some people do feel like this is home,”
she confirms, “and sometimes I feel like I am
a hostess and this is a home that I invite them
to. It’s always been important to me to take
care of people. And once you get attached to
people, they become lifelong friends.”
Such good friends, in fact, that families
have mingled, with Sato’s daughter and cousins
all having worked for guests as babysitters.
“I always joke that I gave the hotel my firstborn,”
says Sato. “People trust me and trust who I
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select. So I’d call my daughter on occasion or
others I had confidence in.”
Sato didn’t always have such a sense of ease
at the hotel. In fact, if Honolulu hadn’t had
such a glut of teachers when she finished
college, Sato — who as a girl dreamed of being
a teacher — might have found herself in front
of a blackboard instead of behind the hotel’s
front desk. At first, she was afraid she wouldn’t
fit in at The Kahala. Back in the 1970s, luxury
held to a different standard, and guests would
lounge around the pool in high heels and
full cover-ups, dripping with diamonds. Sato,
a low-key local girl, wasn’t used to such
extravagance. But eventually she grew
accustomed to the international jet
set. Now she recalls parties where selfproclaimed wise guys rubbed elbows
with retail heirs. She remembers the
plethora of “snowbirds” and other
families who lived in the hotel for
months at a stretch.
She credits her excellent memory
for averting potential problems for guests.
“Mostly, I remember room preferences,”
she says. “Sometimes I’ll see a reservation,
and I’ll think, ‘They used to like to
be on the ocean side.’ So if I know the
travel agent, I can call them to make
sure.” Generations of guests call her
directly. And though thousands have
passed through the hotel, there are many
she can recall by the sound of their
voices. “Sometimes, they’ll test me,”
she laughs. “They’ll say, ‘This is a voice
from your past.’”
Sato continues to explore new
dimensions of her work. She’s joined
the international concierge association,
Les Clefs d’Or, which has taken her
to Vancouver, San Antonio and New Orleans.
Back in Honolulu, she’s now president of the
newly formed Concierge Association of Hawaii,
a network of hotel concierges, surrounding
communities and local businesses. She
continues to be rewarded by the challenges
of her job, including making plane and
hotel reservations for older guests. “The oldest
person I had was 100 years old — she was very
sharp — but I helped her make the reservations
and got the cars organized,” Sato says. “Over
the years, I think I’ve been blessed. I’ve been
taking care of all kinds of people … and it’s
always been an interesting group.” ;
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Film, says director Brett Wagner, is not just the medium — it’s the mirror
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C i ne ma Ve r i t é

B

rett Wagner made his first movie when
he was 4 years old — shot on a Super-8
camera, starring plastic action figures from
Planet of the Apes and Star Wars, and greatly
inspired and facilitated by his production manager
at the time: his father.

“Hawaii
has made
me a more
interesting
filmmaker …
Hawaii is
a mash-up of
different
cultures and
beliefs, and
that depth
can be seen
in Chief.”
The Honolulu filmmaker tells the story of
his early foray into film as part of the larger
tale of making of his first feature-length movie,
Five Years. That film Wagner made as his
graduate thesis at New York University’s
esteemed film school. But while it was in
pre-production, Wagner’s father was diagnosed
with a malignant brain tumor. Wagner
considered putting the film on hold, but his
father — ever ardent, if no longer officially his
son’s production manager — insisted he press
on. Wagner shot Five Years in his hometown of
Cleveland; his father watched him work. And
on the last day of the film’s twenty-four-day shoot,
the elder Wagner died. “My life,” says Wagner,
“was a totally different thing after that.”
He is tracing the pivotal moments of his life
for me. Filmmakers have a remarkable knack
for doing that: narrating the characters, the
emotions, the plot twists. Wagner is telling
me about being one of 30 of 3,000 applicants
to gain admission to NYU’s film school,
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about relocating to Honolulu after ten years
in Manhattan, about having his film Chief
accepted into the elite Sundance Film Festival.
What compels him? He pauses to consider.
“I like flawed characters. I’m not into heroes and
villains,” he says. “I’m into people in those gray
areas. I like moral dilemmas. I like stories
about people we haven’t seen before.”
And that is all true of Chief, a movie
about a Samoan chief who moves to
Honolulu and becomes a taxi driver
after he is unable to save his drowning
daughter. His is a character attempting
to run from an inescapable past, a
character who drives around the island
in endless circles, taking others where
they are going but lost himself. You
might expect him to reach deep within
himself to find the strength to overcome
his grief, but Wagner lets his character
wallow in misery — and in the end, the
chief is saved not by his own strength
but by fate.
“Hawaii has made me a more interesting
filmmaker,” Wagner says. “I got my
filmmaking chops in New York City
inspired by the same gritty urban scapes
you seen in Honolulu. But Hawaii is a
mash-up of different cultures and beliefs,
and that depth can be seen in Chief.
“What I love about [filmmaking] is
the ability to take control of all your
audience’s senses at once. With a good movie,
you create a world people can disappear into.”
Does that world always reflect the filmmaker?
“It has to. It’s coming from within,” Wagner
says. He recalls the words of a screenwriting
teacher: “When someone asks, ‘What would
my character do?’ the actual question is
‘What would I do?’”
And so, as Wagner talks of the filmmakers
he most respects, he offers a window into his
own artistic motivations: the Coen brothers for
“the control they have over visual storytelling,”
Alexander Payne for “the willingness to make
his characters look bad and still make us
love them,” Paul Thomas Anderson for “the
sprawling, humanist quality in his films,”
Atom Egoyan for “a way of manipulating time
to tell the story along an emotional rather
than a linear track.” Wagner himself has just
finished writing a sequel to Chief, has two
other screenplays in development — and
many more pivotal moments planned. ;
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Falsetto star Kamakakehau Fernandez hits notes into
the stratosphere to honor the art of leo kiekie

STORY BY PAUL WOOD

PH O TOS BY DANA EDMUNDS
THE KAHAL A 19

How H i g h t h e M o o n

H

awaiian music crazes swept the USA
in the ’20s and ’30s, introducing American
ears not only to the first all-guitar bands and
the slide-guitar technique but also to a style of
singing called leo kiekie. To accomplish this
effect, a singer throws his voice into the highest
register possible and then hangs out, sustaining
the crystal purity of the tone for as long as his
breath and throat muscles can endure. Call it
falsetto, but there’s nothing false about it.

“Hanging
with the
kupuna
keeps me
grounded.
It keeps
me on the
the traditional
side … I’m
grateful to
learn the
ways of the
culture and
the people.”
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Sonic gymnastics is more like it. This exotic
Hawaiian technique inspired such seminal
American sounds as Jimmie Rodgers’ “The
Yodeling Brakeman,” Eddy Arnold’s “The
Cattle Call,” Smokey Robinson and The
Miracles…. So there is a curious historical
circularity in the new career of 23-year-old
Kamakakehau Fernandez, a fresh practitioner
of the art of leo kiekie. Kamaka came to Maui
from Arkansas right after he was born, adopted
by a deeply traditional Hawaiian family. Fate
had him grow up on fish and poi instead of
peas and corn bread.
Kamaka speaks Hawaiian. But he won’t
claim that he’s fluent. “I still have a lot to learn,”
he tells me — modestly and despite the fact
that he spent all his school years in Hawaiian
language immersion classes, from kindergarten
through high school. Because he heard Hawaiian
spoken at home, “it came kind of easy to me.”
Today he works at Hale Makua, the secondlargest long-term care facility in the Islands.
He works with the old-timers, the kupuna.
He’s an activities aide, gathering the elders

for arts, crafts and exercise. For them he has
organized a halau — “I teach them a few hula
motions” — and an ukulele class. At night he
sings in local venues and for special events.
“Hanging with the kupuna keeps me grounded,”
he says. “It keeps me on the traditional side.
I am not a Hawaiian. I’m grateful to learn
the ways of the culture and the people. That
is a responsibility. It is important for me to
give back.”
His venture into leo
kiekie started when he
was a junior in high
school. “I was sitting on
a bench thinking about
Hulu Lindsey’s song
‘I Ali‘i O Noe.’ She
was one of the first
falsetto singers I’d heard.
Someone said, ‘ You
should try it.’ So I belted
it out.” The results were
so-so, he says, “but I
was encouraged.” He
went to work on the
song “Alika” in the style
of Auntie Genoa Keawe.
It was an ambitious
choice: Auntie Genoa
was famous for using
“Alika” to hook her own falsetto style onto a
note just below the planet Jupiter; then she’d
hang out there while listeners checked their
watches and shook their heads.
Ambitious, Kamaka persevered. “Everyone’s
studio is their bathroom,” he said. No doubt
he broke a few mirrors. “I did it over and over,
learned how to control it more. If you know
what the song is about, you know where to put
the vibrato.”
He won the Brown Bags To Stardom contest
(the American Idol equivalent of Hawaii’s highschool set). Then at 18 he entered a leo kiekie
contest judged by his heroes — Richard Ho‘opi‘i,
Hulu Lindsey and Auntie Genoa herself —
and won. “I visited Auntie in her passing days,”
he said, “and I sang at her funeral.”
And yet he confesses to a deep passion for
R&B. He tells me about singing gospel songs
at a party and offers a little a cappella “I Just
Called To Say I Love You” sung with graceful
leo kiekie brilliance.
I ask, “Is this your DNA expressing itself?”
“Yes, exactly!” ;
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Iolani Palace is a
chronicle of Hawaii’s
history. Of a time when
King Kalakaua traveled
the world, bringing back
tokens of esteem and
aﬀection from heads of
state as far away as India
and China. The Palace
tells a thousand stories—
of festivities, of government, of grace under
pressure. Of a time when
Hawaii was a kingdom,
fit for a Queen.

Make Iolani
Palace your first
stop, as you journey
into Hawaii’s rich
and royal past.

Step into Hawaii’s past
364 South King Street

Open Tuesday through Saturday • Guided and audio tours available

Call for reservations 808-522-0832 • www.iolanipalace.org

Iolani
Palace

In which a young scribe is
summoned to the home of novelist
Lee Siegel to pen a panegyric

STORY BY M ICHAE L SHAPI RO

PH O TOS BY OLIVIER KONING
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W r i t i ng an d O t he r G ame s o f C h a n c e

O

n the morning of the first of April,
I received the following letter composed
in sinuous if hasty longhand on a bar napkin:
Mr. Shapiro,
Please come at your earliest
convenience to my home in Waimanälo.
There is work for you.
– Lee Siegel
Enclosed, a one-way ticket to Honolulu.
Though I recognized the sender as a novelist
of some achievement, I was dubious: First,
I had no prior connection to this writer who,

“Inform
my faithful
audience
that I have
finished
with love.
I’m exploring
life’s other
unanswerable
mystery:
comedy.”
I learned upon Googling, had authored four
novels but earned a more honest living as a
religion professor at the University of Hawai‘i.
Second, I discovered that though he had
trained in the Sanskrit language at Oxford,
he carelessly misspelled the name of his
purported place of residence: Waimänalo
ought properly to have a macron over the
second and not the third a. Last, and most
disconcerting, he was a card-carrying member
of the International Brotherhood of Magicians.
I innately mistrust illusionists.
Yet, curiosity piqued, I put aside my dubiety
and departed. In transit, I perused Mr. Siegel’s
recent effort, Love and the Incredibly Old Man.
Reading it, I began to wonder whether I was
being had: The narrator, a writer also named
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Lee Siegel, is summoned by mysterious letter
to the Florida residence of a man claiming to
be Ponce de Léon. The erstwhile conquistador
(or charlatan) had discovered the Fountain
of Youth after all. Now, at 540 years old, he
wants Siegel to pen his biography (mostly a
catalog of amorous romps over the centuries).
Despite the unnerving similarity between
the narrator’s situation and my own, I found
the book to be a palatable read: ironic and
inventive, esoteric and erudite, sexy and
salacious, full of intellectual gamesmanship
and affectionate trickery: quotations from
texts that never existed, histories that never
happened. I was indeed being had, but it was
a pleasurable experience. Like the earlier books
in his love quartet — the critically acclaimed
Love in a Dead Language, Love and Other
Games of Chance and Who Wrote the Book
of Love? — its ambition is to elucidate the
mystery of love and how it carries us beyond
forgery and fallacy to the truth at the heart
of our fictions.
Although a respected literary figure in a
place remote from the salons of New York and
Paris, the 63-year-old presented a disheveled
figure at the door of his house. “Good, you got
my letter,” he said, the smoke of his European
cigarette recalling the cafés of the Left Bank.
He wore a tacky t-shirt bearing an image of
his protagonist, Ponce de Léon; Mr. Siegel,
like his books, struck me as at once playful and
serious: part scholar, part rake, with an Old
World commitment to fashionable dissoluteness
and a New World appetite for camp.
“I’ve asked you here,” he intoned, “to write
a piece about me for a magazine. It’s necessary
to introduce new readers to my early works, of
course, but also to inform my faithful audience
that I have finished with love. I’m exploring
life’s other unanswerable mystery: comedy.
My latest novel, set in the Paris of the Belle
Époque, will take the form of a dictionary
of comedy. But unlike a dictionary, which
desiccates the things it describes, this one will
be funny. A dictionary of funny things that is,
itself, funny. And only if you portray me as a
writer of the rarest talent, as philosopher-king
and trickster god alike, will I give you your pay:
a ticket home.”
I should have known better than to trust
a magician.
“Very well,” I said, searching for pen and
pad. “Let’s begin.” ;
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Tea and the
world of Mariage Frères
STORY BY LILY STONE
PHO TO S BY MON TE COSTA
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accepted it, drank it and then leaned back
with a big smile. “That,” he said, “is the best
cup of tea I ever drank in my life.”

of miles north in the state of Assam; it took
away the dampness in the air and soothed the
sky’s charged gray.
I thought of those afternoons again a few
months ago when I drank a tea by Mariage
Frères called Wedding Imperial. It, too, is from
Assam and it, too, is a rich brew, generous and
full. I was drinking it in The Veranda when a
close friend happened to walk by.
I called to him. “I can’t believe you’re here!
Have you got time to join me? Would you like
to try this tea?”
He stopped, sat and I poured him a cup. He

TEA IS THE MOST VARIED drink on
Earth and, after water, the most popular.
We may live in the era of Starbucks, but tea
is still the drink we come back to, the one
we remember, the one we savor. It is the yin
to coffee’s yang — coffee is for speed, tea for
reflection; coffee is vivifying, tea nurturing.
Tea is thought to be the most ancient beverage
in the world, and it has a history that is broad
and grand, wrapped up with the histories of
civilizations and religions. A sage once described
it as “liquid wisdom.”
No one knows exactly the moment
tea was first discovered. One account
says it was in 2737 BC, when the second
emperor of China, Shen Nung, was
sitting with a cup of hot water under a
wild tea tree. Leaves blew into the cup et
voila! Tea was born. Another story holds
that Prince Bodhi-Dharma, traveling
from southern India to China to preach
Buddhism, was overcome with weariness
during a seven-year meditation, chewed
a few leaves from a tea tree and found his
vitality miraculously renewed.
Regardless of how the world first found
tea, it embraced the drink fully once it
had. Tea spread through China, India
and Japan as the millennia passed. Facts
here and there tell the tale: In 750 BC,
tea was mentioned in the Hindu epic,
the Ramayana. By 479 AD, it was being
traded on the border of Mongolia. In
648 AD, a Japanese monk began planting
tea seeds in temple gardens. As tea’s
popularity grew, so did its uses: medicinally
by healers, ritualistically by priests,
aesthetically in ceremonies. And of course,
it was drunk simply for enjoyment, to cheer
and refresh the day.
Europeans are believed to have first learned
about tea in 1589, when a Venetian writer
credited it for Asians’ lengthy life spans. By
1610, the Dutch East India Company was
marketing tea in the Netherlands as an exotic
medicinal drink. In 1650, it arrived in England.
And beginning in 1660, two French brothers,
Nicolas and Pierre Mariage, began making
trading trips into the East. They were envoys
of King Louis XIV in search of the new and

o you remember the best cup of tea
you ever drank in your life? Perhaps it
was in England, milky white and sweet and
paired with a scone? Perhaps in China, smoky
and dark and pure, with nothing added? Or
maybe in Africa, the subtle, fragrant gold liquid
known as “bush tea”? Close your eyes and
think back. Find the memory. Can you smell
the tea? Taste it?
The best cup of tea I ever had was in India.
It was in an old colonial hotel overlooking the
Bay of Bengal, during the time of the monsoon.
Every afternoon I would sit out on the hotel’s
broad, rickety verandah and watch endless
sheets of rain sweep out to sea. I drank a strong,
rich brew, made from leaves grown hundreds

We may
live in
the era of
Starbucks,
but tea
is still the
drink we
come back to,
the one we
remember,
the one
we savor.
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LET US HELP YOU FIND YOUR
"LITTLE GRASS SHACK" HERE IN PARADISE
Have you ever thought of owning
property in Hawaii? Sandwich Isles
Realty has been helping clients since
1990 to fulfill that dream. We can help
YOU find the perfect property here in
Paradise. Whether it's a "Little Grass
Shack" or a luxurious estate, we have
over 30 years of market knowledge
and experience to guide you through
the real estate process.
Sandwich Isles Realty has become
synonymous with integrity, honesty
and confidentiality.
Free real estate tours Wednesday –
Thursday a.m., and Sunday p.m. Space
is limited.

Ask us how you can earn up to
100,000 HawaiianMiles at closing*.
*Call for details.

Dear Carl,
Working with your company Sandwich Isles Realty was like working with a trusted friend – friendly,
efficient, and above all honest. You informed my wife and I of our many options with style and grace
while not trying to push us to buy or rent. It could not have been a more pleasant experience.
Thank you, Herb Albert

Kahala Professional Building
4747 Kilauea Ave. • Honolulu, Hawaii 96816
Phone: 808.735.5585 Fax: 808.735.5598

Kimo Smigielski R, BIC, ABR

Visit our website at www.kahalarealty.com
for a FREE property search feature.

Carl W. Smigielski R, ABR

Top Producer 2004, 2005, 2006
808.255.2400

Established 1990

President & Principal Broker
808.225.2400
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they found it: The brothers Mariage began a
tradition of crafting and trading exquisite teas
that bears their name to this day.
MARIAGE FRÈRES IS NOW one of the
world’s foremost tea companies. It sells over
600 teas — the widest variety on the planet —
and they are grown all over the world: in
India, in Sri Lanka, in China, in Kenya, in

Henri
Mariage,
who officially
founded
Mariage
Frères
in Paris
in 1854,
described
tea as “a
gift from
heaven.”
some thirty-six countries in total. Every one of
Mariage Frères’ blends has a distinct identity.
There is, for example, the Bouddha Bleu, a
green tea strewn with blue cornflowers. There
is the spiced chai, Chandernagor, brewed with
black tea, ginger, cardamom, pepper, cloves,
and cinnamon. There is Eros, “the tea of love”
(how could the French not have one?), a
black tea scented with flowers and citrus. There
is the gentle Marco Polo Rouge, an African
rooibos tea blended with fruits and flowers
that is, in fact, a tisane, or herbal tea. There
is the aforementioned “best tea in the world,”
Wedding Imperial. And there are many, many
more, each unique and inventive, with names
like Himalayan Mists, Darjeeling Flower and
Opium Hill. The French are aesthetes when
it comes to what they drink — beyond tea,
one need look only as far as the nearest wine
shop to prove it.
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Henri Mariage, who officially founded
Mariage Frères in Paris in 1854, described tea
as “a gift from heaven.” He liked to say that
“tea must be deserved,” for, he held, “it is
demanding. Every harvest has its own nature,
its secrets.” All teas — whether white or black
or anywhere in between — come from a single
plant, Camellia sinensis. When wild, Camellia
sinensis is a tree; when pruned, it stays a bush
and produces pointed young buds, the
flowers-to-be that become tea instead.
The buds’ flavors follow the earth’s moods
and vary according to soil, sunlight
and rainfall.
The all-important processing actually
determines the color of the tea. White
tea, for example, is minimally processed:
The leaves are simply withered and
dried. By contrast, black teas are fully
fermented; to produce them, the leaves
are withered, rolled, fermented and
dried. Every step involves great artistry
honed over eons, and it all results in a
vast selection of flavors, aromas and colors
— and superb tea. “We are a composer
of teas, creating original harmonies like
a musician,” says Mariage Frères’ JeanChristophe Cornillon, “and every season
we encourage the emergence of new
varieties of tea in collaboration with the
most reputable planters.” To that end,
Mariage Frères’ tasters travel some 60,000
miles across the globe each year and
taste some 2,500 teas.
AS THE OLDEST tea company in France,
Mariage Frères truly introduced the drink
to the country — and today, Cornillon says,
the company is all about wedding the original
spirit of tea to modern French savoir-faire
and taking that to the world. Henri Marriage,
who described tea as “a spiritual beverage for
humanity,” would undoubtedly approve.
“French tea,” says Cornillon, “rests on five
pillars: a quest for the finest harvests, highly
skillful blending, the art of making tea, tea
and gastronomy, and the art of giving.” It’s a
foundation that seems bound to lead many
more people to sip, sigh and declare: “That is
the best cup of tea I ever drank in my life.” ;
The Kahala serves Mariage Frères teas
in The Veranda and at Hoku’s and the
Plumeria Beach House.
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Create memories for a lifetime from the moment you arrive at Paradise Cove.
Enjoy a unique island experience of culture and tradition, fun and excitement!
And as the sun melts into the sea, enjoy a delicious Hawaiian feast. Then sit back,
and be entertained as our Polynesian dancers perform as if just for you! Let us
change the way you view the world, or at least part of it.
For reservations or more information, please call 800.775.2683 or 808.842.7911

WWWPARADISECOVECOM

Hoku’s

Plumeria beach house

Our signature restaurant features contemporary island cuisine
for dinner and Sunday brunch.

For breakfast, lunch and dinner, enjoy casual beachfront dining
on the white sands of Kahala.

sunday brunch

the veranda

A delicious selection of dishes are served at Hoku’s and Plumeria Beach House.

The perfect spot for afternoon tea, pupus, cocktails and nightly entertainment.

experience Legendary dining

Call restaurant reservations at 739.8888 or,
from your room, press Restaurant Reservations

www.kahalaresort.com

The life and art of Sergio Goes

STORY BY LI LY STONE

PHO TO S BY SERGIO GOES
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am swimming in the channel between
Lanai and Maui, miles from land, when
the dolphins appear. They move through the
water sleek and strong, graceful and certain,
diving and undulating and talking to each
other constantly. Or maybe they’re talking to
me. They seem utterly at ease. Watching them
and listening as my body moves rhythmically
through the sea I have just one thought:
of Sergio.
SERGIO GOES was the most adventurous
artist I ever met. He made photographs of
amazing things: a blond zebra, a creature so
rare it occurs once in every three million
zebra births. A carnivorous pitcher plant that
can actually devour a rat. A massive flock of
seabirds whirling in the air above a remote

Michael Shapiro

Sergio
was a man
who was
never afraid.
He was driven
by curiosity,
and he let
that lead
him to
miraculous
things.

offshore islet. That shot of the birds was all
about chaos and beauty and the natural order
of things; Sergio was fascinated by all of those
forces, living to understand them, using his
art and his mind and his creativity to do so.
He was a man who was never afraid. He was
driven by curiosity, and he let that lead him
to miraculous things. He took great chances,
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but he likely didn’t think of it that way; he
just understood that that’s what it means to be
alive: You move, you go, you investigate, you
appreciate, you document, you celebrate,
you create. I used to wonder how much of
Sergio’s relaxed happiness and innate calm
came from being Brazilian. He was so Brazilian:
When he spoke Portuguese, it sounded as
smooth as a lullaby. He had all the national
traits: a ready smile, an ease with himself, a
perpetual engagement with life. And it was all
in his photographs.
Some favorites: He crafted epic tableaux of
dancers to represent the four elements: earth,
air, fire, water. He documented a remote
community of hippies-turned-farmers in eastern
Washington State. He dove 100 feet into the
sea (on a single breath so that bubbles from
a SCUBA tank wouldn’t interfere with
the pictures!) to capture images of
freedivers swimming with dolphins.
Sergio loved to photograph dolphins.
Once he sent me a picture he’d taken
just hours earlier a mile off of Waimea
Bay: dozens of dolphins swimming
through an ethereal blue. “They showed
up when I was shooting today!” he
wrote. “To be surrounded by these
families of dolphins was a huge high.
I’m still high from it…” They were
so much like each other, he and the
dolphins: free, sure, moving and always
connected to the wider whole. Sergio
adored so much: his son Gabriel, his
girlfriend Kelli, his friends, his family,
his work, the endless gifts that come
with being alive. The last time we were
together, the day before he died, we
had a conversation about a Brazilian
conceptual artist named Vik Muniz.
Muniz had hired one of those planes
that writes in the sky to fly over New
York. The plane drew a cloud the way
a child does — as a puffy outline —
and Muniz photographed it, thereby
creating a picture of a picture of a
cloud that was a cloud. Tweaking reality to
expose irony and wonder: Sergio couldn’t
get enough of that.
SERGIO DID GREAT work for The Kahala.
The tableaux of the dancers — that was for an
inquiry into the IONA dance company and
the mind of its brilliant choreographer. He did
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Sergio
loved the
sky and
the sea —
and he
was always
pushing
himself
in both,
to go higher
and to go
deeper.
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a series on lifeguards, shooting in the sea,
surf and current to capture the danger and
immediacy of an ocean rescue. He did a photo
essay on the North Shore, a meditation on a
community that has built itself around the
rhythms of the ocean.
Sergio loved the sky and the sea — and he
was always pushing himself in both, to go
higher and to go deeper. In the sky he made

pictures of clouds, of helicopters, of gliders, of
stunt pilots. This year he began documenting
the journey of Armando Martinez, a Venezuelan
ultralight pilot who was attempting to fly
between all the Hawaiian islands. Armando and
Sergio crashed on the Big Island but survived:
Armando sent the ultralight to Texas to get it
repaired so he could try again; Sergio’s enthusiasm
for the story remained intact. On that same trip
to the Big Island, in fact, he met a community
of glider pilots who were flying as high as
26,000 feet. He flew with them and returned to
Oahu exhilarated. “We have to do this story!”
he told me when he got back. “These guys are
amazing! You’re gonna love them!” That was
Sergio. He was the best colleague and friend a
person could hope for: generous, supportive,
full of ideas and conviction and always, always
up for the next adventure.
As much as he loved the sky, I think Sergio
loved the sea even more. He’d grown up all
around it in Brazil, and in Hawaii he’d surf,
dive, fish, swim. He was so strong he’d finished
the Ironman twice and swum solo from Lanai
to Maui. In the summer we started working on
a story for The Kahala about the ocean: He’d

do the pictures, I’d do the words. Sergio wanted
it to be just the beginning, the precursor to
a whole book on the ocean. I’d suggested
calling the article “The Great Mother” and he
loved it. In one of our very last email exchanges,
we talked about the story. My email, sent
at 1 a.m., was pensive and true to the hour.
I wrote of finding “the magic of existence —
simple, unadulterated and sacred” in the sea, of
merging “the beauty
and precision of
language with the
bounty and purity of
the ocean.” Sergio’s
email, far less voluble,
came back a few
hours later: “Good
morning, I was up at
the beach at 5 a.m.
Beautiful sunrise. …
We will have fun in
the great mama!”
FIFTEEN DAYS
later Sergio was gone
in the great mama.
He had been out
freediving off Waikiki
with four others. He was an expert freediver,
trained by world champions; he could hold his
breath for five minutes and forty-five seconds
and was utterly committed to safety protocols.
Still, when you freedive, you are only as safe as
the people you are with — you rely on them
to monitor you, to spot you when you ascend,
to make sure that you don’t fall victim to the
biggest hazard of freediving: shallow water
blackout. No one knows exactly what happened
out on the ocean that day but the people with
Sergio say they saw him ascend, got on with
their own diving, then noticed he was missing.
They looked for him, couldn’t find him and
called the Coast Guard. After an exhaustive
search that day and into the next, his body
was found.
A week later, hundreds gathered at the
ocean to give him back to the sea. As I write
this, two months on, I know that it is pointless
to mourn. It’s just that we all miss him and
everything that he brought alive for us. He
made his awe our own and in that he was a
truly remarkable photographer — and a truly
remarkable man — for he remade the world
for us. ;

The Kahala is a paradox: It’s a place so elegant that emperors and
queens have laid their heads here to sleep, a place so relaxed that
guests return each year with the same ease they’d feel heading
to a friend’s home. The hotel is a perfect marriage of sophistication
and comfort, of chic and serenity. How does it succeed at that? It’s
the beautiful location, certainly. And the classic design, yes. But
ultimately it comes down to the people, to the thousands of moments
each day at the hotel that are informed by friendship, kindness,
concern, and care. Many of the people who work at The Kahala have
been here for decades; others are more newly arrived. Each has his
or her own story, but all are united by the warmth they carry for the
place. These are people who know and love The Kahala, who devote
each workday to making sure that both the hotel and its guests
are thriving and well. ¶ Geraldine Rojales, one of The Kahala
employees you’ll meet on the following pages, puts it best. “I always
say the hotel is like my house. I have a huge living room and
many beautiful bedrooms,” she laughs, “and everyone is welcome.
When you’re taking care of someone, that’s how you should be of
service — as if you’re welcoming them to your home. So when they
leave, they will take that unforgettable experience with them.”
S T O R Y B Y L I LY S T O N E
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Billy Pascoe, Doorman, 40 years. Billy was a firefighter when he started at The Kahala as a part-time valet.
“I always say I grew up here, because in my younger years, I was wanting things to happen now,” he says.
“Working here, I developed as a person, grew more tolerant, more mellow.” He’s been full-time for the last
fourteen years, and throughout his time at the hotel he’s greeted all kinds of people — movie stars, an astronaut,
presidents (“I met a couple of those rascals”). There was the Queen Mother, Elvis, Muhammad Ali. ¡ “He was
on his way to fight in Manila, and he would come out in the morning, dance all around and tell us, ‘I’m gonna
whup the gorilla in Manila.’ The people you meet, the experiences you share with them — that’s what makes
this work special. People come here for a dream. When I greet them, I’m the face of that dream.”
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Sophia Vuong, Server, 1 year. Sophia first came to The Kahala when she was a little girl and her parents brought
her to the hotel for dinner. “I loved it,” she remembers. “I’d watch the weddings in the gazebo and think, ‘I want
to get married here!’” When her best friend’s sister, one of the hotel’s managers, suggested she apply for a
position at The Veranda, Sophia wasted no time. Now when she’s not busy with pre-med courses at Kapi‘olani
Community College, she works four days a week, serving afternoon tea and cocktails in the evening. She works
under the mammoth, multicolored chandeliers that have graced the hotel since it opened, pouring everything
from champagne to Darjeeling. Her favorite of the hotel’s esteemed French teas? Eros. “It has a very nice smell
and it’s naturally sweet,” she says, “and it has rose petals in it.”
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Wayne Hirabayashi, Executive Chef, 10 years. Wayne is in charge of all the food that’s served at The Kahala,
from the lobster at Hoku’s to the potato chips at the pool snack bar. “Every day it’s different, a new challenge,”
he says. On any given day, he may be cooking for a VIP, creating a theme dinner, reviewing menus, dealing
with allergy concerns or attending to his department of some 200 cooks, chefs, stewards, and wait help. “What
other job could you ask for all these things?” he says. “People come here to work and they expect to be pushed.
They have a passion.” ¡ His favorite dish at The Kahala? “Hoku’s Ahi Musubi. You got the poke, the rice, it’s
deep-fried, you got the mayo, the pickled vegetables. It’s totally local. And I love the acai. I literally eat it every
morning. I have to have my bowl.”
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Amalia Arios Miranda, Room Controller, 11 years. Amalia spends her days fielding calls from guests and
co-workers, making sure that everything at the hotel is running smoothly and that everyone has exactly
what they need. Extra towels? No problem. Want a room cleaned? Right away. Out of coffee for the
coffeemaker? Coming right up. ¡ “My job is a challenge and I love challenges,” she says. “I love talking
to people.” Her sociability is the natural result of living in a large family: She grew up with three sisters
and now has five children and three grandchildren of her own. And she’s the first to tell you that working
at The Kahala has provided her with a new tribe. “We are just one family here,” she says, “and I feel the
hotel is my second home. The guests are really happy and I’m so proud of that.”
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Sosefina Tive Nepo, Massage Therapist, 4 years. Sosefina grew up learning massage from her great-grandmothers
in American Samoa. “I watched them prepare raw coconut oil and use it to massage. It was never about money;
people gave whatever they had: chickens, fish, taro. I loved everything that they taught me.” After she came to
Hawaii, Sosefina worked as a bartender, a waitress, a dishwasher. But then she went back to her roots. ¡ “I was
in my early 30s — the time when you want to reinvent yourself — so I went to massage school.” She was so gifted
she was hired by The Kahala the day she applied, her first job out of school. She now spends her days working
to ease tension and help guest bodies relax. “I’m like a mother hen,” she says. “I love massage and helping
people let go of the layers they’re carrying.”
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Lucita Ashley, Head Telephone Operator, 32 years. Answer a wake-up call at The Kahala, and there’s a
good chance you’ll hear Lucy’s sunny voice on the other end of the phone. She’s an increasingly rare creature
in our digitized age: a live human operator. “I’m so glad that The Kahala chooses to keep this personalized
service,” she says. Lucy and her seven operators man the hotel’s switchboard to answer questions, place
calls, screen calls, block lines, and, of course, make those ever-important wake-up calls. ¡ Lucy raised four
children as a single parent during her years at The Kahala. For nine of those years, she took room service orders.
She remembers Pavarotti loved the picnic baskets and being “absolutely thrilled” to take an order from her
favorite author Howard Ludlum. And then there were the Sony Open golfers. “All I know,” she says, “is their
families loved french toast.”
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Ronald Endo, Hotel Carpenter, 37 years. Ron works in maintenance, the department that makes sure The
Kahala is immaculate, the department that handles everything from paint touch-ups to kitchen repairs to
changing the lights by the pool. Ron handles the hotel’s carpentry. “I like being a carpenter. It’s not always the
same thing you’re doing, and that’s why I’ve been able to stay so long,” he says with a chuckle. ¡ Ron also
treasures the camaraderie he’s found at the hotel over the years. “There are about five of us in our shop who’ve
been here for over thirty years. When you work with people that long, you see their families grow. You know
they’ll always back you up.” Ron found love in the maintenance department, too; in 2001, he married the
department clerk, Joyce, another long-timer. “We worked together twenty years,” he says with a smile, “and
love blossomed.”
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Geraldine Rojales, Marketing Services Manager, 8 years. Geraldine has held four positions since she came
to The Kahala: assistant hotel manager, reception manager, learning and development manager, and now
marketing services manager. “This hotel is a world of its own,” she says. “You have to make sure everything
is in order, you meet lots of different people, there’s the business side. It’s a very good place to learn, to be
ingenious, to make decisions.” ¡ Geraldine arrived at The Kahala after working at hotels in Hong Kong and
the Philippines; she was hired almost as soon as she landed in the Islands. “It was meant to be,” she says of
her connection to the resort. “The Kahala is beautiful, not pretentious at all. I really love the people here. They’re
so nice! I believe that that goodness comes out of people when they work in an environment like this one.”
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Paul Lukela, Assistant Hotel Manager, 1 year. Five years ago, Paul made a video that now, he says, gives him
“chicken skin.” He was in Hawaii with friends from California “and we came to The Kahala. We were on the
beach relaxing, and one of my friends shot a video. In it you actually catch me saying, ‘This would be such a
great place to work.’” Wish fulfilled, Paul now spends his days taking care of the hotel’s guests, making sure that
their concerns are heard and promptly attended to. ¡ Paul’s Hawaiian name is Kaulana, which can mean
“quiet and peaceful.” It’s a demeanor he carries, and he’s happy to be working in a place that carries that same
demeanor. “The hotel is unique,” he says. “You’re away from the crowd of Waikiki. And everyone helps each
other out. At this hotel, I can really feel the aloha.”
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Kit Tang-Chan, Seamstress, 12 years. Kit grew up in Hong Kong and learned to sew at 15. She became a
master: studied fashion design in school, created designs for her family’s garment factory, taught students the
art of making patterns and cutting fabric. In 1996, newly immigrated to Hawaii, she saw an ad for a seamstress
at The Kahala and applied. ¡ “They asked me, ‘Why a seamstress?’ I said ‘It’s my favorite work. I like to use
my hands: sewing, cutting.’” She got the job. “I’m so lucky, right? The first time I applied for a job and I got
it. And I enjoy this job so much. I designed the housekeeping uniform, because I work in housekeeping and
I know what they need. I can do special things for the guests, mending and alterations.” A favorite memory?
“Once I fixed Mariah Carey’s costume before her show. I was very happy to help her.”
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Lloyd Barclay, Beach Attendant, 40 years. Lloyd’s career at The Kahala began when he was in high school:
One day, the school’s paging system announced that the hotel needed beach attendants. “As soon as the class
bell rang, I called, and the guy said, ‘I should have thought of you! You’re always down here anyway.’” As a
boy, Lloyd had watched the construction of The Kahala. He’d surfed and snorkeled in the waters just offshore.
He’d helped the dolphin trainer clean the pond, caught fish for the hotel’s hukilau. And so he got the job:
five days a week after school. ¡ He went full-time in 1971 and still loves it. “You’re outdoors, you meet
interesting people, you’re always helping,” he says. “It’s just a neat job. And I’ve been around the ocean all
my life. I feel more at home in the ocean than I do on land.”
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n August of 1882, ‘Iolani Palace opened with a minimum of
fanfare: Hawaii’s King David Kaläkaua and Queen Kap‘iolani
introduced the palace quietly when they hosted a small
luncheon for Hawaiian lawmakers. Those lawmakers might
have been surprised by what they found: Compared to other
royal residences around the world — the vast, sprawling
behemoths of Europe — ‘Iolani Palace was almost restrained.
For one thing, it had only four bedrooms. For another, it
was empty, its furniture still in transit from Boston.  What
‘Iolani was, though, was thoroughly modern. When it was
completed, there were few buildings in the world — royal
or otherwise — that were as cutting-edge. It was constructed
of concrete, an innovative building material at the time, and
boasted one of Honolulu’s first telephones as well as four
full bathrooms on its second floor, an unheard of luxury. The
palace’s most impressive feature — certainly its most expensive
— was its electrical lighting system, installed only seven years
after the invention of the incandescent light bulb. It would
take another four years before the White House was wired. 
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In the late 1800s,
King Kalākaua built a palace in Honolulu.
The inventive building was testament to the insight
and imagination of Hawaii’s monarchs —
and witness to their overthrow.
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HAWAII’S THOROUGHLY modern palace was a
reflection of its thoroughly modern monarch. “The
Merrie Monarch,” David Kaläkaua is remembered
for his love of the arts; but he was well aware of and
prepared for his nation’s challenges when he became
king in 1874. The product of the Royal Day School,
which educated many of the alii (royal) children,
Kaläkaua was fluent in both Hawaiian and English.
As a teenager, he was trained in military affairs by
a former Prussian Army captain and later studied
law under the guidance of a future chief justice of
the Hawaiian Supreme Court. In his government
career, Kaläkaua served as adjutant general,
postmaster general and king’s chamberlain as well
as holding the rank of colonel in the royal militia.
He was a practicing attorney, admitted to the
Hawaiian bar in 1870.
Kaläkaua was the first monarch of any country
to visit the United States; in 1874, he traveled
to Washington, DC to meet President Ulysses
S. Grant and address Congress on behal f of
Hawaii’s sugar industry. He was also the first head
of state to circle the globe, visiting more than a
dozen countries and meeting leaders including
Pope Leo XIII, Emperor Meiji of Japan and
England ’s Queen Victoria. Back home, the
Kaläkaua administration championed progressive
health care, immigration and agricultural policies
that were designed to protect the people while
opening the nation to the world.
Kaläkaua’s international travels and outreach

weren’t driven simply by curiosity and wanderlust.
By the time the king ascended the throne, Hawaii’s
native population had plummeted to 40,000,
a fraction of the populace that inhabited the
Islands before Western contact. His economy
was dominated by a single industry (agriculture)
and a single crop (sugar) and controlled by a very
few. His island nation, with its harbors, rich lands
and strategic location, was coveted by all of the
major imperial powers. Kaläkaua believed that
Hawaii’s best hope for survival rested in forging
strong economic and diplomatic relationships
with each of them.
And so, when construction began on ‘Iolani
Palace in 1879, Kaläkaua wasn’t just building a
new home — he was constructing a new symbol
of Hawaii and forging a foreign policy.
WHEN I WAS A KID, watching Hawaii Five-O
in the early ’70s, I’d roll my eyes when the camera
zoomed in on an ‘Iolani Palace window to reveal
the office of island crime fighter Steve McGarrett.
For as long as I could remember, ‘Iolani Palace
had been a state museum; I thought that locating
the fictional police unit inside the palace was yet
another instance of Hollywood’s ignorance of
Hawaii. But recently I discovered that the show’s
writers weren’t so off base.
Hawaii Five-O first aired in the fall of 1968, a
year before ‘Iolani Palace officially became a state
museum. Prior to that, for more than seventy years,

Bishop Museum

‘Iolani Palace was officially home to the Hawaiian monarchy for just eleven years, from the palace’s completion in 1882
to the monarchy’s overthrow in 1893. A regal and revolutionary building for its time, it housed an ornate Throne Room
and Library (opening spread). Its architectural style borrowed from Europe but took full advantage of Hawaii’s weather.
At right, the entry to the Throne Room; below, the scene at the palace in November 1886 for King Kaläkaua’s Jubilee.
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the palace was home to government offices for the
Republic, Territory and eventually State of Hawaii.
After the overthrow of the Hawaiian monarchy,
the structure was emptied of anything associated
with the royals and renamed the Executive Office
Building. If Hawaii had had a Five-O police unit
before 1969, it probably would have been housed
in ‘Iolani Palace.
“Why did they do it?” I ask Zita Cup Choy,
head docent educator at the palace, referring to
the provisional government’s decision to clear out
any evidence of the monarchy from the building.
“They believed that they would lose power,”
Cup Choy tells me, noting that the provisional
government was hugely unpopular.
I’m visiting Cup Choy in her office at the State
Archives Building, a stone’s throw from the palace.
It ’s late July, several months after a Hawaiian
sovereignty group briefly locked down the palace
grounds and several weeks before another group
would try to occupy the palace, and we’re talking
about ‘Iolani’s potent symbolism.
Originally budgeted at $50,000 by the Hawaiian
Legislature in 1879, the palace’s final price tag was
nearly $360,000. Critics of the king considered his
home extravagant, wasteful and foolishly pretentious.
His supporters saw the stylish home as the symbol
of an independent, modern and vibrant country, a
redefinition of Hawaii by Hawaiians.
“Kaläkaua’s monarchy had a lot of debts and that
was one of the reasons for the 1887 constitution,” says

Cup Choy. “They [his political opponents] were
trying to control him, so that he would not create
a greater debt load. But for them, spending any
money at all on a palace was probably too much.”
Cup Choy has been giving tours of ‘Iolani Palace
since 1978, when the residence was reopened as a
museum after a $7,000,000 restoration. Her early
tours took visitors through empty rooms, where she
would point to bare walls and floors. But thanks to
an extensive recovery effort, approximately 5,000
royal artifacts have been tracked down and returned
to the palace from thirty-eight states and five
countries. Officials estimate that recovery efforts
have collected 10 to 15 percent of the palace’s
original inventory, but Cup Choy says that it’s
impossible to know just what was in the residence
at the time of the overthrow. She can now point
to the portraits of the kings and queens of the
Kamehameha dynasty in the Grand Hall. She can
describe a late-morning breakfast with Kaläkaua
while visitors view a dining table set with French
china, Bohemian crystal and English silverware.
But while a growing collection of items has slowly
filled the rooms, Cup Choy’s tours haven’t changed
much in thirty years.
“Our focus is 1882 until 1893, when the monarchy
was overthrown. It’s about the king’s vision and his
outreach to the international community,” says Cup
Choy. “The fact that we can now point to a painting
or a piece of furniture when we talk doesn’t change
the message much.”

J.J. Williams, Bishop Museum

The Grand Hall (at left) holds ten portraits of Hawaiian monarchs, including Kamehameha I, Kamämalu and Queen
Emma. The dramatic staircase, which ascends to the monarchs’ private quarters on the upper floors, was fashioned from
koa and kamani woods. Below, Kaläkaua with a number of his advisers circa 1890. The king ruled in a time fraught
with challenge, when the number of Hawaiians had fallen precipitously and colonialism was closing in on the Pacific.
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BEFORE SHE WAS named queen following her
brother Kaläkaua’s death in 1891, Lili‘uokalani was
better known for beautiful music than for public
policy — she penned 165 compositions, including
one of Hawaii’s most famous songs, Aloha ‘Oe.
But Lili‘uokalani, like her brother, had attended
the Royal Day School, where all the children
were taught about the duties and responsibilities
of the alii. And she had displayed signs of decisive
leadership when her brother appointed her princess
regent before he embarked on his nine-month world
tour in 1881. Shortly after he left the Islands, a ship
bringing 4,000 contract workers from China also
brought smallpox to Hawaii’s shores. To quell the
epidemic — one that would have been especially
lethal to the native population — she shut down
Honolulu Harbor, much to the objections of the
city’s business leaders.
I’m thinking of Lili‘uokalani as I wait to take my
second tour of ‘Iolani Palace in less than a month.
I now know that ‘Iolani Palace was Kaläkaua’s
creation, built strictly to impress, a desperate
but bold and innovative move, fascinating and
admirable on many levels. It wasn’t even the royal

couple’s primary residence, nor their favorite —
not by a long shot. They actually spent more of
their time in a homey pink bungalow on the palace
grounds. But during my first visit to the palace,
I found myself gravitating to the only two spaces
associated with Lili‘uokalani: The Blue Room
and the upstairs corner bedroom known as the
Queen’s Imprisonment Room. I’m wondering if
that will happen again.
The ‘Iolani Palace self-tour starts on the back
veranda, where guests are given a pair of fabric
booties to protect the museum’s hardwood floors
and a digital player that fits neatly into the hand.
Since 2006, the palace has been providing guests
these players, enabling them to wander the royal
residence independently, punching in numbers
and listening to corresponding narratives.
On my second tour, I follow the numbers again.
I linger in the Grand Hall (No. 2), marveling at
the gleaming Koa Staircase (No. 3), which is truly
grand and the only wood left that the royals actually
walked on; all the other floors have been replaced.
Hung along one wall of the hall are the portraits of
the Kamehamehas, painted by various American

Photo courtesy of The Friends of ‘Iolani Palace

Two queens ruled from ‘Iolani Palace: Kaläkaua’s wife, Queen Kapi‘olani; and Kaläkaua’s sister, Queen Lili‘uokalani. Both were
much beloved and are remembered as exemplary leaders. Below, Kapi‘olani photographed in 1887 when she was in London with
Lili‘uokalani for Queen Victoria’s Golden Jubilee; at right, a portrait of Lili‘uokalani that hangs in the palace’s Blue Room.
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and English artists. Nearby are porcelain vases from
England and Japan, statuettes from France, brass
pieces from India, bronze pieces from Honolulu’s
Chinese community.
Of course, there is the Throne Room (No. 9),
bathed in warm red, the color of roses. The king’s
and queen’s gold-colored thrones sit at one end
of the room, with chairs and mirrors lining the
sides and a circular sofa sitting in the middle. The
narration, accompanied by elegant music, tells of
grand receptions that were hosted in the Throne
Room. Guests included European princes and
Japanese government officials.
But as grand and as gracious as the Throne Room
is, I still find the Blue Room more compelling.
Designed to be an informal reception area, with
comfortable chairs and sofas all in blue, the room is
where the Hawaiian royal family first greeted their
guests and where they gathered to play music. It’s
a lovely picture. But the Blue Room is also where
Queen Lili‘uokalani met on an early January morning
in 1893 with her cabinet ministers and presented
them with a new constitution, one that would
replace the earlier one her brother was forced to
sign, which had stripped the monarchy of much of
its power. Lili‘uokalani’s new constitution restored
some royal powers and re-established the voting
rights of her people — and her introduction of it
that day precipitated her overthrow.
Upstairs the personal apartments are largely bare,

except for Kaläkaua’s Library, which seems frozen
in time. Thick reference books still sit on his elegant
desk, photographs and artwork hang on the walls
and a replica of his telephone sits close by.
But again it’s the Queen’s Imprisonment Room
that draws me in. (Incidentally, the same space
that was supposedly occupied by Steve McGarrett.)
Featuring a single metal-framed bed, a dresser and
a chair, it is one of the most sparsely furnished
rooms in the palace; it feels like it was restored with
items from a Salvation Army thrift store. In 1895,
Lili‘uokalani served eight months under house arrest
here for alleged knowledge of a counter-revolutionary
attempt by her supporters. She wasn’t allowed any
visitors, which left plenty of time for prayer, reading,
music composition and sewing.
In one corner of the room, enclosed in a plexiglass
case, is the Queen’s Imprisonment Quilt, sewn by
Lili‘uokalani. With the Kaläkaua coat of arms as
its center, the quilt features panels that chronicle
significant moments in the queen’s life, including
the dates of her overthrow and of her defenders’
failed counter-revolution. Political statements and
the names of loyal supporters are sewn into the
random triangles and rectangles of fabric. It was a
labor of love and bitterness; looking at it, I realize
that while Kaläkaua may have built the palace
and filled it with the symbols of nationhood, it was
his sister who ultimately gave the palace its most
powerful and resonant artifact. ;

Bishop Museum

‘Iolani Palace was one of the great legacies of King Kaläkaua’s reign and stands today as a monument to his vision;
here he is seen on the palace grounds with Queen Kapi‘olani (in scarf) and others. On the previous pages: At left,
Kaläkaua’s Library. Note the electric lights above the desk; Kaläkaua was captivated by electricity when he saw it
in Paris in 1881 and brought it to Hawaii and installed it in the palace just seven years after Edison invented the
incandescent light bulb. At right, the State Dining Room, where the monarchs hosted guests from around the world.
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Everyone who lives in Hawaii
has a special place.

www.rwcphoto.com, Robert Cravens
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